Ruffled Feathers Owl applique
description: little owl (apx 6” tall)
©sewcanshe.com

trace each part once, except:
- trace 3 or 6 claws
- trace 7 or 10 (or more) feathers

see detailed instructions at
www.sewcanshe.com/blog/2014/10/20/applique-of-the-month-the-ruffled-feathers-owl
Trace each part once, except:

trace 3 or 6 claws

Ruffled Feathers Owl applique
page 2 - big owl (apx 8 1/2” tall)
©sewcanshe.com

trace 7 or 10
(or more)
feathers

see detailed instructions at:
www.sewcanshe.com/blog/2014/10/20/applique-of-the-month-the-ruffled-feathers-owl